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ARTICLE

Multi-Agent Planning Architecture for Autonomous Robots
Author: B. Innocenti, B. L ópez, and J. Salvi
plex tasks. In the later, multi-agent architectures have
been applied in order to have a global behavior of
The challenge of developing autonomous robots in- the agent population. An agent in such approach is
volves several related problems as dynamical mod- equivalent to a robot.
eling of the world, task and path planning, planning
and scheduling, etc..
Our proposal is the other way around and it is reTraditionally, each problem has been solved and im- lated to the last approach, that is, how to build robot
plemented in a module based architecture, where the architecture based on multi-agent system (MAS). In
relationships among all components are established this proposal all the agents constitute a single robot.
at the design time. This kind of architectures con- Agents have the same global goal: to control the
strains in some way the possible outcome when the robot and to do it intelligently, while fighting for rerobot has to perform a task. This fact leads re- sources. So, planning tasks and actions is required in
searchers either to focus on new, more flexible ar- order to maximize the robot performance. We believe
chitectures, or to develop collections of autonomous our approach will allow to have a more robust, flexrobots that coordinate their activities to solve com- ible, reusable, generic and reliable architecture that
Introduction
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can be easily modified and completed to permit so- Our MAS lacks of team or individual planning,
agents are purely reactive, due to, among others, the
cial behavior among robots.
speed of the game; robots are extremely fast and decisions must be made in milliseconds. Soccer is a very
Background
dynamic environment.
At Girona University we apply MAS in the soccer Figure 1 shows the robots that form RoGi Soccer
robotic team, RoGi Team. In robotic soccer, teams Team.
are composed of 4 players and a goal-keeper. Po- In spite of the soccer environment, we believe that the
sition of robots (teammates and opponents) and the planning component is a key issue for any robot that
ball is obtained by a global vision system, with the acts autonomously. So, we start analyzing the robot
camera put 3 meters above the field. This yields to architecture to provide such functionality.
have a relative global knowledge of the environment.
Ongoing Research

Figure 1: RoGI Team
As a MAS system, each robot is an intelligent physical agent with a role assigned, as in real soccer teams
[1] [2] [3] [4]. Each role (goalkeeper, attacker, defense, etc.) has a set of possible actions to do (go for
the ball, defense a zone, pass the ball to a teammate,
etc.). In order to choose the best action to do as a
whole team, the decision process of each agent takes
two clearly defined steps: the first one consist in evaluate as an individual which of the possible actions is
the most feasible (according to distance to the ball,
opponents near robot, distance to the opponent goal,
etc..) and the second one lies in the communication
of this decision to teammates so as conflictive situations (as two robots going for the ball) can be avoid
(based on the role of the agent in the team, position,
etc.). As a result of this step one agent may have to
change the selected action. Once the team reaches an
agreement, each agent executes the selected action.

The main feature of this research is the multi-agent
architecture for controlling one autonomous robot.
This MAS is composed of some specific agents
namely the task planner agent, the reactive agent, and
the monitor agent. These specific agents can be, at
the same time, multi-agent systems. Finally, the resulting architecture is formed by several abstractions
levels of MAS (see Figure 2).
First, the task planner agent is in charge of providing
a plan according to some given goal or set of goals.
It is, in fact, a multi-agent system form by several
planner agents and a coordinator agent.

Figure 2: Task planner multi-agent system
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The key agent in the task planner agent MAS is the
Coordinator Agent, which asks to the planner agents
for plan or a sub-plan. The idea is to have several
existing planners that can be suitable for different situation (in some cases some of them can may not provide a solution or the solution may not be the best)
or that can provide the solution at different time. The
Coordinator Agent knows which planner is appropriate for each situation and asks it for a plan. In case of
an unexpected event, it asks for re-planning or even it
can ask to some planners to give a sub-plan for specific parts of the whole plan.

OAA has some particular agents to guarantee a correct functioning of the platform, as can be the Facilitator agent, which provides the agent community
with a number of services for routing and delegating
tasks and information among agents. The role of this
agent is important because it is where, upon connection, each agent registers its functional capabilities
and specifications of its public data. Moreover when
a request is send to the agent community specifying at
a high level the description of the task along with optional constraints and advice on how the task should
be resolved, the Facilitator agent distributes subparts
of the task among agents and coordinates their global
activity. So, Facilitator agent is the one who will have
the knowledge of the different agents that form the
proposed architecture, where they are, and the capabilities of each one.
Example
To clarify some ideas we propose an example. Let’s
consider a surveillance robot that has to move around
in a building while taking pictures of some specific
rooms. The map of the building is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Pioneer Robot
Second, the reactive agent deals with obstacle avoidance and similar issues. Finally, the monitor agent
tracks the execution of the current plan in order to
detect on time, possible failures.
So as to avoid ad-hoc MAS platform, we have
adopted Open Agent Architecture (OAA). This platform is developed and maintained by the SRI team
[5] cite6. It presents some advantages over other
multi-agent platforms including that agents can be
programmed in C++, an important aspect to consider
if we want to re-use some of the existing code. Another characteristic is that OAA has been integrated
with Saphira. We use Saphira to develop the reactive agent and Saphira (also from de SRI team) is the
software that comes with the pioneer mobile robot,
the one used in this project [7] (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4: Floor of the building of the surveillance
robot
The actions that the robot can do are: move(from,to),
check-alarm and take-photo. Let’s supposed that the
robot is in Room R2 and must do the following plan:
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{move(R2,Hall),move(Hall,R1),take-photo,
move(R1,Hall),move(Hall,R11),take-photo,
move(R11,Hall)}

The robot starts to execute the plan and when it is
in Room R1 taking the picture, there is an alarm in
Room R21. At this moment, the Coordination Agent
asks to two proper planner agents, for a sub-plan that
considers going to R21 to check the alarm. The answers are:
Planner Agent 1:
{move(R1,R21),check-alarm,move(R21,R1),
move(R1,Hall)}

Planner Agent 2:
{move(R1,R21),check-alarm,
move(R21,Hall)}
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[5]
The proposed sub-plan of Planner Agent 2 may be the
best because it puts the robot near the next objective
that is Room 11. Under this belief the Coordination
Agent can modify the original plan to be:
Final Plan (Coordination Agent): move(R1,R21),checkalarm,move(R21,Hall),move(Hall,R11),takephoto,move(R11,Hall)
[6]
And the robot continues its execution.
Conclusions
The ideas proposed in this paper are a preliminary
study. At the moment, within OAA we have implemented three planner agents, by agentifying the existing planners Prodigy, Temporal Graphplan and Sensory Graphplan. Next, we will focus on the coordination agent.
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